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A NEW MEANING OF MELLOW  

WITH CAITI BAKER 
 

The much-loved, genre-busting Caiti Baker is delighting music fans 

once again as she welcomes Mellow to her singles slate - her first 

musical output of 2021, but certainly not her last. 

 

 

Celebrated for her intensely creative, versatile, and carefully curated music, Caiti 

Baker is introducing her loyal fanbase (and welcome newcomers) to the most 

authentic, comfortable, and confident version of herself yet through her new single, 

Mellow. 

 

Fittingly reflected in the title, the talented musician, who calls Darwin home, has 

embraced past experiences while remaining inspired by the future to proudly 

champion self-discovery, self-assurance, and self-acceptance. In turn, her newfound 

confidence has creatively fuelled a new body of work, and you are invited on the 

journey of dance and song. 
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Exploring life, love, and intimacy, Mellow pays homage to Caiti’s never-ending 

admiration of warm 90s, R&B production, offering a slick, sexually inspired insight, 

embodying both confidence and vulnerability which can be heard perfectly etched 

into the lyrics. 

 

As the drums snap, harmonies melt, and a bouncy chorus catches you unbeknownst, 

Mellow offers a generous glimpse into how Caiti, as a performer, has transformed 

over the years and so, too, her music while her fresh perspective on life and love 

comes to light. 

 

“I have returned to the music that affects me the most; the music of my formative 

years that shaped how I saw the world and who I am today,” said Caiti. “Mellow is an 

extension to my youth with the upgrade of life experience. More nuanced with 

movement, this single is a sexy invitation for people to move and express themselves 

unashamedly.” 

 

Written in 2019, the creative journey lends a parallel to Caiti’s path in embracing her 

own authenticity wherein beautiful outcomes take time - a lesson she is passionately 

promoting to the younger generation. 

 

“From my personal experiences and growth, I am aware that everyone is on their 

own journey in this super overwhelming and exciting life and I want to add kindness 

and empower confidence where I can. 

 

“There seems to be an underlying battle to impress and be impressive, especially as a 

woman – when I realised I only need to impress myself, I felt less exhausted and more 

focused, which has cemented my commitment to continue to let music influence 

how I move and be moved through the world and hope I can do the same for others,” 

said Caiti. 

 

Co-produced by the in-demand East Coast producer, Papertoy, and Kuya James, 

Mellow serves as an exciting extension to her critically-acclaimed debut album, 

Zinc, AIR Award-winning EP, Dust (Part 1), and eclectic and evocative second 

album, Mary of the North. Mellow is the first taste of the next chapter in the Caiti 

Baker story, which features an album to be delivered in early 2022. 

 

What else we can expect from the new Caiti Baker is written between the lines of 

Mellow: “You   better be ready for the final show.” 
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